CanEVER Audio
proudly presents
the

ZeroUno DAC Limited Edition

CanEVER Audio celebrates over 150 pieces of ZeroUno DAC Digital Preamplifier sold to date with a
Limited Edition release.
The ZeroUno DAC Limited Edition will be presented for the first time at the HighEnd 2019 in Munich.
The ZeroUno DAC-LE will be produced in a number of 33 pieces only!
The circuit and mechanical design is that of the ZeroUno DAC. The same is valid for the software
implemented. But a big effort is done in selecting and matching of the components installed.
All the passive and active components and are matched within 1%. The resistors at the output stage
are all non inductive and made of carbon composition like the legendary Allen Bradley.
The upgrades just described are “simple” and intuitive but the tuning of the output stage returned an
astonishing result.

The output stage of the existing ZeroUno DAC is playing already on a very high quality standard.
To improve that level of performances was a big challenge.
There are only two capacitors on the signal path, those that isolate the output vacuum stage.
Looking for a more liquid and open sound, CanEVER Audio found the perfect partner in the Mundorf
Supreme Silver in Oil capacitors.
At all times, the Mundorf Supreme Silver in Oil sound effortless and natural. The listening experience is
extended at both ends of the spectrum with excellent micro details in the midrange and high
frequencies. The reproduction is exquisitely refined with an excellent balance between being analytical
and musical. This is a real step forward, even if CanEVER Audio started from an already elevated level.
The USB board comes with full MQA decoding as standard and it is galvanically isolated from the source.
These, added to the already present “battery Mode” function improves even more the s/n ratio of the
ZeroUno DAC.
Last but not least, some refinement has been done on the aesthetics. Similar to the LaScala Power
Amplifier. The tube cages of the ZeroUno DAC-LE are made of PMMA cylinders covered by a metal cap
made from stainless steel.
An attractive classic retro style, was reached. The clean lines, with the tube cage made of glass and the
front plate integrated into the front, give an even more elegant impression.
The ZeroUno DAC Limited Edition Digital Preamplifier will be produced in a number of 33 units only.
Customers are welcomed to visit CanEVER Audio in BOOTH M08 in Hall 3 during the High End Show 2019 in
Munich!

